Environmental Committee

1/28/2009, CSU 202

Agenda

1. Approval of Agenda

2. Introduction and mission statement

3. New Business:
   a. Presidents climate commitment (http://www.presidentsclimatecommitment.org/). Please read the website.
   c. Open forum

4. Announcements

Meeting Dates

1/28/2009       CSU 202*Cooper Room
2/11/2009       CSU 202*Cooper Room
2/25/2009       CSU 204* Nichols Room (Tentative)
3/11/2009       CSU 202*Cooper Room
3/25/2009       CSU 202*Cooper Room
4/8/2009        CSU 202*Cooper Room
4/22/2009       CSU 203*Daniel Buck Room
5/6/2009        CSU 202*Cooper Room